TAREEQAH MUHAMMADIYAH

YEARLY PROGRESS
1. Name and the date the course start date. Then write where one was last Ramadhan and how
much progress has been made over the year?

Note if the monitoring was everyday some days or not at all. Put down the reason for any lack of
progress. Either laziness or other reasons that are beyond a person’s ability

2. What was the Azkars in Shawwal and Sahban and what is happening now. Give a reason for any
lack of progress.

3. During the year was any responsibility given in administration or teaching or Majlis related etc.
Did you carry it out properly or half or little or not at all?

4. Dawah and Tableeg.
What have you done in the last year in terms of conveying the message, Jamats, Personal etc?

5. Has one listened to the Thursday Majlis and understood or attended?

6. In the year have you had any issues or negative disputes with anyone of the tareeq brothers?
(Three days is the limit one should hold any grudge. Either forgive or forget after that)
(For aqeeda or sharia or a oppressed person should be helped and one should stand up for it)

(If a person comes to the teacher for resolution then expect an advice that will unite or forgiveness
or return evil with goodness. Like compassion upon creation)

(If you have a position of authority or responsibility then one should advise with love)
7. Those who took the ahad with 5 conditions attached. Look at them and see if one has been
carrying them out. (What is the punishment for the one who doesn't carry out promises like this is
that Allah will create hypocrisy in the heart of the person)

8. Did you try to resolve the weaknesses in all these things in the 2 months prior to Ramadhan?

9. Ask husband/wife to list the positive /negative and room for improvement of one’s character.
(Please do same with all the questions)

10. Get a list of positive and negative points of ones character from your parents as they will give a
true opinion of their children.

11. Ask uncles/aunts/grandparents about the nature of your character.

12. Ask your children as this gives good indication of what you are like at home.

13. Ask neighbours

14. Ask business partners/colleagues.

15. Ask friends including any government dept. I.e. tax man, police, banks etc. Are you true with
your dealings?

NOTE: Please note from question 9-15 ask positive, negative and room for improvement

from different categories of people mentioned in the question.

